INTRODUCTION
In this paper we consider the existence of best approximants in modular function spaces by elements of sublattices. Modular function spaces are the natural generalization of L,, p > 0, Orlicz, Lorentz, Marcinkiewicz, and KGthe spaces. In Preliminaries, we give some basic concepts and facts of the theory. For further information the reader is referred to [l&12] .
In [23] , Musielak gives a thorough exposition on the general theory of both modular spaces and generalized Orlicz spaces. For information abotlt classical Orlicz spaces see [ 16, 18, 301 , and for some generalizations see [8, 9, 29] . The theory of modular spaces has proven to be useful in approximation theory [14, 15, 2C-22, 24 , 251, as well as in interpolation theory [S, 12, 171 , and in operator theory 16, 133 . Let p be a function pseudomodular satisfying the Fatou property (see the remark after Definition 1.5), L, the corresponding modular function space, and C a sublattice of L,. Given a function f E L,, we consider the minimization problem of finding h E C such that p(f -hj = inf(f--g: gc C). Such an h is called a best p-approximant. For example, if k, is an Musielak-Orlicz space (see Example 0.1 1 ), this problem is t finding h E C such that Problems of finding best approximants are important in approximation theory and in probability theory. In the case where C is L,(g) for some a-subalgebra g of the original g-algebra, finding best approximants is closely related to the problem of nonlinear prediction (see, e.g., [3] ), For instance, if a is the a-subalgebra generated by (B,j, this problem of finding best approximants can be stated as follows: Given a rando variable f E L,, find a function h, constant on each ip,, such that p(f -12) is minimal. In many cases p(f-h) represents the loss of information or the average error suffered when f is replaced by h.
Best p-approximants are known by many different names in specific situations. When C is L,(B), for a c-subalgebra g', best approxima~ts in L, are known as conditional expectations; in L,, for p > 1, as p-predictors [I] ; and in L, as conditional medians [27] . When C is an order close sublattice of L,, they are known as p-means [2] , and in Orlicz spaces as cp-approximants [19] . In this paper p is assumed to be a ~Seudorn~~~Ia~~ hence our results are applicable in all the above spaces as well as in many others. For example, p need not be of symmetric type, 30 our results are applicable in Musielak-Orlicz spaces. Moreover, except in parts of Section 4, we do not assume p to be orthogonahy additive. This allows, for instance, application to Lorentz spaces.
If p is a semimodular or a modular, then L, can be equipped wit F-norm I/ . lip (Definition 0.6), and one considers the corresponding F-norm minimization problem. This paper gives several existence theorems relating to this problem and Theorem 5.4 compares the set of all best p-approximants with the set of all best jl.11 P-approximants. Let us emphasize that best approximants are usually not unique; however, Section 5 give3 some exceptions.
The existence theorems presented in this paper can be used for proving some convergence results that are closely related to the theory of martingales. Moreover, by using the existence of best approximants we can describe some properties of modular function spaces. Sets of best approximants in Musielak-Orlicz spaces are described in [7] .
PRELIMINARIES: MODULAR FUVCTION SPACES
Let us begin with basic definitions and well-known properties of modular function spaces. Before giving the definition of a function modular let us first recall the following. DEFINITION 0.1 [23] . Let V be a vector space over R. Let X be a nonempty set, .Z a o-algebra of subsets of X and B c C a b-ring such that (i) B is an ideal in Z, that is En A E P', whenever E E 9' and A E .Z, and
(ii) there exists a nondecreasing sequence of sets (Xk} 1" c 9 such that X= lJ,"=, X,.
By 6' 'we denote the linear space of all simple real valued functions of the form n s= 1 rklA,, k=l where each rk E R, (Ak}; c L!P is a disjoint family and I, den&es the characteristic function of a set A. By we mean the set of all functions f: X --+ [ -co, cc ] such that there exists a sequence of simple functions from 8 converging to f pointwise. Similarly M(X,.E,P)= {~EM,(X,L',P):
If(x)1 < co foreachxEX}. (2) p(f, A)dp(g, A), if If(x)1 < /g(x)1 for every XEA, and AEE. (d) The definition of p is then extended to all functio f E M, (X, Z, 9) and E E C by defining that p(f, El = sup{&, El: g E Q and /A G ISI on El.
For the sake of simplicity, p(f) is written in place of p(f, X).
Some examples are given at the end of this section.
Each function pseudomodular (respectively function semimodular and function modular) is a pseudomodular (respectively semimodular and modular).
Two important basic notions are those of p-null sets and the relation of equality p-a.e. They play the same role as sets of measure zero and equality a.e. in Lp and Orlicz spaces. (a) A set A E Z is said to be p-null if p( g, A) = 0 for every g E 6.
(b) A property P(X) is said to hold p-almost everywhere, (p-a.e.), if the set (X E X: P(X) does not hold} is p-null.
(c) The set of all p-null sets from C is denoted by MP.
As usual we identify any pair of measurable sets whose symmetric difference is p-null as well as any pair of measurable functions differing only on a p-null set. With this in mind we make the following definition. We also use another type of convergence in L,. Then p is a function modular.
EXAMPLE 0.14. Let X= N, let Z be the o-algebra of all subsets of N, and let 9 be the &ring of all finite subsets of N. Let I, = { 1,2, . . . . n} and define
Then p is a function modular. This construction is used in Section 4.
SECTION 1
The following notions are new and are of frequent use. The above proposition immediately implies our next result, which is used frequently throughout the paper. 14. We define Yi to be the family of all lattices C in L, such that for any sequence (gk} ;" c C, /'$?= 1 g, E L,; and Z8 to be the family of all lattices C in L, such that for any sequence (gk) ;" c_ 6, VF=l &EL,. Hence it follows from Proposition 1.7, that f E L,.
Proof of(b).
Immediate from Proposition 1. (c) Iff 6 M, and p(lf) < mp for some n' > 0, then f E L,.
Proof Proof that (a) and (b) are equivalent is easy and is omitted. See Remark 1.2.
To prove that (c) follows from (a), considerfE M, such that p(Af) < m, for some i > 0. Denote 
andh"EL,(X,Z), then hELJY,B).
The proof of this lemma is standard and is omitted.
In the next result we characterize Z&measurable functions in term of W-atoms. By a B-atom, we mean a nonempty set A CA? such that whenever a nonempty set D c A is $&measurable, D = A. The proof is also standard and is omitted as well. We are now ready to present our first existence result. These choices are made inductively. Given y E Ak, the former choice is made when (hE-l(y));zl is bounded and the latter choice when it is not. In this second case {ht( y)),"= 1 is chosen as follows. By Lemma 2.3, if In most of this section we assume X to be a countable set. Under this additional hypothesis we prove several theorems on the existence of best p-approximants. Among these is a theorem about modular function subspaces in which we eliminate the hypothesis off being bounded on &J-atoms. We also obtain existence for order closed lattices and then conclude with an interesting consequence of having existence. We claim that for each k, ( 1 w,(xR)I }z= 1 is a bounded set. If we suppsse otherwise, by passing to an appropriate subsequence, we may assume Iw,(xk)l t cc for some fixed k.
Let g E L,. For suficiently large n, 1 w,(xk)I > / g(xk)l, which shows t sup P(gl~~k))=suPP(lw,(x,)l I{,,)). .z~LLl n
We can now obtain a contradiction as follows: EXAMPLE 3.4. Let Y = X= N, let 2 be the a-algebra of all subsets of X, and let g be the o-algebra ({evens), (odds}, N, 4}. Given a probability measure (p, X, Z) define p(h) =Cp=i cp(h(k)) ,n({k}), where q is an Orlicz function. Then given f E LJX, Z), there is by Theorem 3.2, a best p-approximant off by a function constant on the evens and on the odds. THEOREM 3.5. Let p E%?~, let X= {xk}F, and let 2 be the a-algebra of all subsets of X. In addition assume that p has property (K), that C is a nonempty order closed sublattice of L,, and that (a) CEg or (b) CE~ (see Definition 1.14).
Then C is p-proximal.
ProoJ: By Lemma 3.1 there exists a sequence {h,} c C and h E L, such that (c) h, -+ h pointwise on X and Cd) p(h -f) < lim, p(h, -f) = dist,(f, C).
In order to prove that h E Pp(f, C) it suffices to show that h E C. By hypothesis we have that (a) lI\km_ I hk E L, or (b) V,"= 1 hk E L,. Since the other case is similar, we assume (a). Since A:= 1 hkJrf$= I hk as pn --+ 03, and C is order closed, we have that /jr= r hk E C. By a well-known inequality IA?=, hkl d lh,l + I/j?= 1 hkl, so for each n, ljpzn hk E L,. Because C is order closed and AT=, hk 1 ln\pzn hk as m -+ co, we have t /jpzn hk E C. The proof is now complete, since C is order closed and A,"=,hkth. THEOREM 3.6. Let p be a left continuous function semimodular with property (K). In addition let X= (xk) f", and let C be the a-algebra of all subsets of X. If C is a nonempty order closed sublattice of L, and (a) CE~$ or &b) CE=%',, then C is I/ . II,-proximinal.
Prooj
It is easy to see that /I . IIP is a continuous function modular with property (K). Hence the proof is immediate by Theorem 3.5. Furthermore let C= (g,} ;" be the lattice of functions on X satisfying g,( I ) = n, and g,(k) = 1 -l/n for k > 1. Then detineJ(k) = 1 for every k E X. All the hypotheses of Theorem 3.5 are satisfied except p does not have property (K). For each g, in C we have that p(f-gJ=arctan(n-l)+~k~z$-+~ as Yl-+co.
we have that dist,(f, C) < 42. However for each g, E C, p( f -gn) > $2. Hence P,(f,C)=@.
It seems reasonable that in order for best approximants of a functionf to exist in a lattice C, the lattice must in some sense be closed. Surprisingly the following theorem shows that C must not only be /I. /IQ-closed, but p-closed as well. ProoJ First note that AC is an order closed lattice for each A > 0. Let {g,} ;" t C, g E L,\C, and A> 0 be such that p (A( g, -g ) + 0. Then dist,(Ag, AC) = 0. However p is a function modular, and since g # h for every h E C, p(Ag-Ah) > 0 for every h E C, which implies that PJA,, AC) = a. This contradiction shows that C is p-closed, completing the proof.
This result has application in Section 4. The proof of the following theorem is similar. for sufficiently large M.
By Proposition 1.18(c), f -g,, and hence g, E L, for sufficiently large n.
On the other hand C is an order closed lattice in L, and gf: 1 g, as k -+ co ; hence g, E C for sufficiently large ~1. By Lemma 1.11 (a),
Furthermore g, = r\JZn hj t lim inf, h, = h. By Proposition 1.18(c) f-h, hence h E L,. Therefore, since C is order closed, we have that h E C. This along with (d) completes the proof of the theorem.
We wish to extend the previous result in the following sense. Consider a sequence of orthogonally additive function pseudomodulars pn and p = sup p,,. Examples show that p need not be orthogonally additive; however, Theorem 4.5 shows the existence of best approximants for such p. for each n and every g E C.
If h, E PJ f, C) for each n, h = lim inf, h, and
Proof: By Lemma 4.1 and then by (b) we have that for every ge C and every n,
and hence that p,( f -h, A g) < p,(f -g) for every g E C.
Using this and the monotonicity of (p,] ;" repeatedly yields that for k>n, Now for the proof of (a). If dist,(f, C) =mp, then PJf, C) = C; hence without loss of generality assume that dist,(f, C) cm,. There exists h, E Pp,( f, C) by Theorem 4.2 for each n. Hence if we define h = lim inf, h,, the proof of (a) is complete by part (b).
If p is an orthogonally additive function modular, then although /I . lip is a function modular, it is not necessarily orthogonally additive. We cannot therefore apply Theorem 4.2 directly in proving the existence of best II .I) O-approximants; however we can apply Lemma 4.3. ProoJ: Let f E L,. If f E C, the assertion obviously holds; hence without loss of generality we assume f 4 C. Denote 6 = dist ,, .,,,(f, C). Because C is order closed, Theorems 4.2 and 3.9 apply to yield that C is p-closed. Therefore 6 # 0.
First suppose that 6 3 mp. By Proposition Thus IIf -gl(, =mp for every gE C and C= P,,.,,,(f, C). Now we assume that 6 E (0, m,). Take (g,} 1" c C such that I/f -g,J 16. For each n define 6, = I( f -g,/, + (l/n) and pn by p,(g) = p(g/J,). Clearly each pn is a function semimodular. For each E E C, mJE) = m,(E); hence by 1.18(a), each pn has property (K). Note that by the definition of L,, L, = LQX. Since l/6, t l/6 as n -+ co, by the left continuity of p, stpp,,(g)=s;pp(t)=p($) foreach gELp. From (b) and Prop. 1.18(c) we obtain t (f-h)/6, and hence h E L,. Since C is order closed, h E C. This and (b) imply that h E P,, .,,,(f, C), completing the proof. SECTION 5 In order to state a uniqueness theorem, let us first recall the fol~ow~~~ definition [23] . DEFINITION 2 ' then h = g p-a.e. EXAMPLE 5.
2. An Orlicz modular pq is strictly convex if and only if q is strictly convex [23] . hence by the strict convexity of p, g = h p-a.e., completing the proof.
In the next result we compare the sets of best p-approximants and best /I . (I.-approximants. that is h/6 E PJf/S, D/6), as desired. .
